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Tradition Seven
“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.”
Your Central Office can always use Supporting Member Donations. A lot of people assume that money they put in the
basket at meetings is enough. But a large portion of that money goes toward rent for the space where the meeting is
held, plus coffee, plus cookies, plus literature, plus whatever other costs the meeting incurs. When you become a Supporting Member of Your Central Office, the entire amount donated goes directly to Central Office. So even if you can
only do five or ten dollars a month, it is a big help.
Below is the Supporting Member form. An automatic credit card or debit card recurring payment can be set up at Central Office, or you can set one up with your checking account at your bank. We appreciate what you can do so Central
Office can carry the message of Love and Service. Central Office provides phones for 12 Step calls and other inquiries,
coordinates group activities, and facilitates A.A. literature sales, institutions work, public information, and cooperation
with the professional community activities.
“Twelfth Step work is the lifeblood of Alcoholics Anonymous-carrying the message to the next suffering alcoholic. Without it, the
Fellowship would wither and die. Yet even at its simplest level this vital contact between one alcoholic and another involves an investment of time and money.” —Where Money & Spirituality Mix, Conference Pamphlet

Supporting Member Donation Coupon
□ I would like to become a supporting member of the Santa Barbara AA Central Office, and help it continue to carry the message and be there
for the alcoholic who still suffers. I look forward to receiving my monthly newsletter by email each month!

Enclosed is my first contribution of $ ___________.
I will continue to donate this amount on a (circle one) monthly, quarterly, annual, other __________ basis.
□ I am already a supporting member. This is my regular contribution of $ __________.
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Street ______________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip _______________________________________________________________________________
Phone __________________________________ Email ______________________________________________
To donate by check:
Please make check payable to:
AA Central Office
14 W. Anapamu Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

To donate by credit, debit, or ACH:
To set up a recurring donation by credit
card, debit card, or checking account,
please call or visit Central Office so we
can assist you.

Every AA group ought to be fully self supporting, declining outside contributions. — Seventh Tradition (short form)

The Manager’s Corner
BY TIM W.

other AA literature, a sobriety chip, or have I ever
availed myself of the website or just hung out at Central Office?”
We are happy to provide these and other services, but the truth is that it requires money to keep
the doors open so that we can do that.
It’s the seventh month so we are talking about
self-support and the Seventh Tradition. Please, if you
can afford to, would you please consider making a taxfree donation to Your Central Office? Thank you for
your support.

I donate a set amount to Central Office every
year. I do it for a number of reasons. One of the main
ones is so that I can feel okay about asking you to do
the same if you’re able. Don’t want to preach anything
I don’t practice.
So please ask yourself this question: “Have I
ever needed and used the services Central Office provides? Do I have a Big Book? It was probably purchased at Central Office. Do I have a meeting guide,
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Service Committees
Meetings


IGR meets 2nd Tuesday of every month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



GSR meets 1st Monday of every month, 6:00pm at Holy Cross Church, 1740 Cliff Dr. (rear of
building).



Hospitals & Institutions meets 2nd Monday of every month at First Presbyterian Church, 21 E.
Constance. Orientation meeting at 5:30pm. Regular business meeting at 6:00pm.



Santa Barbara Convention Committee meets 2nd Thursday of every month, 6:00pm at your
Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous has its monthly board meetings on
the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.

Announcements


On July 14th, the Santa Barbara Convention Committee will be hosting Bingo to raise funds for
the 2018 convention. The event starts at 6:00pm at the First Presbyterian Church, 21 E. Constance Avenue. A $20 entry fee includes one full bingo packet for all (10) rounds.



On July 15th, Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous will be hosting a meeting
and BBQ to provide our community with information on the Southwestern Area Conference of
Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (SWACYPAA), which will be held in Tucson, AZ from
July 26th-29th. The meeting and BBQ on July 15th will be from 12:00-4:00 at Newhouse II.

“Self-supporting alcoholics? Who ever heard of such a thing? Yet we find that’s what we have to be. This principle is
telling evidence of the profound change that A.A. has wrought in all of us.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 160
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Member Submission
time at home (which was actually a blessing financially),
but I was tired. I hadn’t been exercising as much as I
would have liked or needed for that matter. I was already missing my family. So my attitude was bad, and I
just was not in the right mindset. This time out, I did
have use of a car. So, I figured I could go to more
meetings and I wanted to try to find a church this time.
I flew out on a Sunday, leaving Santa Barbara at
6:10AM. I missed church that morning. My wife gave
me a long warm hug before I left and she cried in my
arms. I kissed her goodbye and I got on the plane. The
flights were good. Open seats next to me on both
flights (I’m a big guy so it makes a big difference). Upon
my arrival I went to Trader Joe’s and got food for dinner and breakfast the next morning. I couldn’t sleep
right the entire first week.
I wasn’t able to make a meeting until Wednesday night. By that time I really needed one. I was already in that funk; stuck in my head. It was the first
time in a long time that the thought of having a drink
crossed my mind, not to mention the accompanying
thought that no one would know. That thought actually
scared me. In this instance fear served me well. Thank
God, I came to my senses and took a step back. As I was
taught, I played the tape forward and proceeded to get
to a meeting every day for the rest of that week. I
called my sponsor on Friday. And true to AA meetings, I
heard the things I needed to hear. Amazingly enough
each meeting got better and better.
I was so grateful to be able to use the tools in
my program to pull me out of that funk. For the rest of
my time in New Hampshire, I went to meetings almost
every day. I still wasn’t able to sleep right and I missed
my family tremendously, but I didn’t pick up a drink.
Thanks to AA my life was still manageable and I
used the tools in my AA toolkit to keep me sober when
my stinking-thinking tried to take over. By the grace of
God, my program, and the fellowship I found 3,000
miles away from home, I stayed sober one day at a
time.

ON TRAVEL
BY STEVE S. (SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA)
I was starting to feel a little squirrely. It was my
third trip out to the East Coast for work. The first two
times I traveled to the East Coast, I stayed for five
weeks each. During those trips, I went to meetings sort
of all over the place. The place I stayed in New Hampshire borders Maine and Massachusetts, so I could go
to meetings in any of the three states. The Meeting
Guide App actually worked out there, which I was
stoked to find out. I had been to other places closer to
home that had not yet utilized the app, but the list was
there and that was comforting. Surprisingly, there were
lots of times to choose from that worked with my
schedule. When I travel, I work 10-hour days, 7AM –
5:30PM (sometimes longer), so as you can imagine
there are a lot of meetings that are “out of the running.”
The first time I traveled to the East Coast, I was
doing pretty good in my sobriety. When I was there, I
had my own vehicle and I could come and go as I
pleased. I found that when I’m out of town I actually go
to more meetings. I figure it’s because I’m out of my
element. I’m not going to work when I normally would,
I’m not going to pick my kids up at 3PM, I’m not leading
the meeting I normally lead on Wednesday nights, not
to mention my wife and kids are 3,000 miles away. Still
and all, I actually enjoyed the traveling and the break
from the normal routine.
The second time I went to New Hampshire, I
didn’t have my own vehicle and it was a lot harder to
get around. But there was a hotel shuttle, there’s always Uber, and some meetings were even within walking distance. So, I was able to make it to the meetings
that I needed, but I couldn’t go all the times I wanted.
During these first two trips, I never went to
church. Going to church is a normal part of my life at
home. My wife and our children all go to church together. My wife is on worship team; she’s a singer and
the coordinator. I usually run sound and my kids are
just plain church rats. I love the fact that they are so
comfortable and church is a part of their life. I never
had that growing up. The community and fellowship I
feel at church is very comforting.
This third time I went out to New Hampshire, I
was not looking forward to it all. I was in a bad place
spiritually, fighting the inevitable. I was working all the

Did you enjoy learning about Steve’s trip? Tell us
about your experience, strength, and hope!

Please send submissions to:
manager@santabarbaraAA.com
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On the Seventh Step
"Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.“
When I was perched on top of it (happy), I was a
Good Joe, easy to satisfy, pleasant and amiable, and at
peace with myself and the world. Then slowly, and imperceptibly at first, I began to slide down one side of my
circle. I got tense, little things magnified themselves,
nothing pleased me, and finally I reached the place
where everything looked drab and sour.
Now I was at the bottom of my circle (mental
depression, boredom, or both). My daily mood was a
deep, dark pit of self-pity, resentments and hopelessness. I was ripe again, emotionally, for the first drink.
After many days of miserable existence, one of
two things happened: either I managed to fight my way
out of it or Nature did it for me. I began to climb the other side of my emotional circle and on reaching the top, I
was a happy and contented man once more.
If you have been similarly bewildered and bedeviled by a recurring emotional circle in your life, especially one which makes you unable to live satisfactorily
with yourself and others, why not begin now to do
something about it in order to make the practice of your
sobriety much easier? Otherwise, you will continue, as I
did, to descend and ascend like an elevator.
In anything like chronic or periodic emotionalism, there are always warning symptoms before the circle starts to operate. . .before our pleasant or happy
mood begins to change, preparatory to another plunge
into misery and the feeling of hopelessness.
Learn how to detect the beginning of an impending change in yourself. Fight harder each time to
stay longer on top of your emotional circle.
Perhaps, like me, you'll fail for a while to hold
onto your happy mood, but practice makes perfect in
most things and you'll eventually succeed in your purpose.
No AA suffering in this respect need remain a
captive in his or her emotional bondage. If mental depression, boredom or any other destructive kind of emotionalism is an enemy to your peace of mind, there is an
escape for you.
But the effort to free ourselves of extreme emotional ups and downs must start with a knowledge of
ourselves--why we blow hot and cold about our sobriety,
the program or anything else--and with doing something
about it right at the beginning of such an attack and not
delaying until we're in the middle of another emotional
fermentation.

AN ESCAPE FROM EMOTIONAL
BONDAGE
BY J.F. (LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK)
MY wife and I were homeward bound from a
Saturday night social visit with other AA friends. I had
been silent most of the evening, sunk in one of my periodic depressed spells, speaking only when absolutely
necessary, as on other similar occasions.
I had been sober for about eighteen months at
the time I write about. There was no desire to drink, but,
emotionally, I was swinging like the man on the flying
trapeze.
My moody spells in AA must finally have taxed
the patience of my nonalcoholic wife, because she threw
caution aside and began to talk about them as we rode
along.
She asked me if I had ever stopped to realize
that mental depressions had been part of my previous
drinking pattern, as well as recurring spells of boredom.
She also ventured the opinion that some alcoholics
seemed to get "drunk emotionally" before they got
drunk alcoholically.
Being furious. . .and startled. . . I checked an impulse to yell at her, thinking silently instead that a nonalcoholic ought to mind her own business.
Several weeks passed before I grudgingly realized that
my sobriety was part of her business. She, too, had a
stake in it. If I got drunk again, as in pre-AA days, she
also would lose by it.
This self-inventory continued and the more I
probed into my alcoholic past, the surer became the
conviction that she had put her finger on the weakest
link in my efforts to work the AA program with wisdom
and happiness.
One fact, above all others, revealed itself most
glaringly. It was inescapable and beyond doubt. All during my alcoholism, and continuing through my early AA
sobriety, I had experienced periodically what I have
identified as emotional circles.
It was a definite and positive pattern of thought
and behavior which had in the past, and would again in
the future unless checked, lead inevitably to that first
drink. It was, and still is, the second most important discovery I've made about myself in AA. The first, of course,
was that I am an alcoholic.
You might be interested and helped in knowing
how my "emotional circle" (or cycle) used to repeat itself
every few months.

— From the February 1955 Grapevine
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The Messenger is published by
YOUR Central Office.

June Birthdays
Name
Brendan U.
Jeff M.
Iain G.
Niki J.
Mary H.
Gordon
Scott G.
Mike G.

Years
1
2
7
8
15
20
27
43

Please send submissions to:
manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Have an AA birthday? Please let
your Central Office know so that we
can print it in The Messenger.

Central Office Statistics
During June, your Central Office had:

AA Info Calls

109

Alanon Referrals

5

Other Referrals

2

12 Step Calls

2

12 Step Office

2

Out of Town Visitors

3

Office Walk Ins
Website Pageviews

296
10,768

Seventh Step Prayer
The Big Book suggests that when ready, we say something like this:
"My Creator, I am now willing that you should have all of me, good and bad. I pray that you now remove from me
every single defect of character which stands in the way of my usefulness to you and my fellows. Grant me strength,
as I go out from here, to do your bidding. Amen." -- Alcoholics Anonymous, p.76
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On Tradition Seven
“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions.”

the satisfaction of being part of a fellowship that we
have helped to foster and nourish.
It brings serenity to our souls through doing our
share today. This action both helps us and, at the same
time, provides a positive influence in the destiny of others.
Self-support makes for prudence through the
exercise of reason and skill in the management of our
practical financial affairs.
It is gratifying to note that, in a true sense,
we have broadened the base of group support. We have
reduced the cost of literature. We have kept costs in
line. We are providing good services. Our Fellowship is
growing. And in days of rampant inflation, these accomplishments provide more than sufficient evidence, I
think, of the spirituality associated with prudent management.
It is not gratifying to note that, in a true sense,
many of our groups are not contributing. In a good
many cases, the amount from those contributing falls
short of even the outdated standard "A Penny a Day for
Sobriety." The rate at which we are broadening the base
is tediously slow. But here again, I believe there is sufficient evidence to indicate that whenever the groups are
properly informed, they themselves want to be fully self
-supporting.
In my judgment, there is no area in which prudence plays a greater part in giving a spiritual meaning
to a temporal act than in the area of self-support. It can
help us become sensitive in our understanding of the
meaning of love and service. It can help us become responsible in our approach to unity and recovery. It can
strengthen us in the conviction that our concern for
those who are yet to come is part of the caring and
sharing that ultimately contribute to our own spiritual
progress.
It is my belief that, as we individually broaden
our own horizons through a more active enjoyment of
the spiritual values of self-support, we will collectively
improve in our efforts to broaden the base of group support. And if we can do both, I feel certain that God will
bless all of us for having done our part in contributing an
increased measure of happiness to the "Road of Happy
Destiny" that this Fellowship has so generously provided.

SELF SUPPORT
BY F.B. (SPANISH FORK, UTAH)
OUR TRADITION of self-support (long form) indicates that "the AA groups themselves ought to be fully
supported by the voluntary contributions of their own
members . . . that any public solicitation of funds using
the name of Alcoholics Anonymous is highly dangerous"; that we should maintain "prudent reserves"; and
"that nothing can so surely destroy our spiritual heritage
as futile disputes over property, money, and authority."
I believe the perpetuation of this Fellowship, the
continuation of its growth, and the maintenance of its
effectiveness are fundamentally associated with our
willingness to share in the financial costs within the spirit of the Seventh Tradition.
I think self-support is concerned with having
group contributions provide the funds for the services
involved in keeping AA active and alive, attractive and
growing, and spiritual and democratic. By broadening
the base of group support--that is, by increasing the
amount contributed and the percentage of groups contributing, up to a fully self-supporting level--we can be
assured that those services will be provided.
From a spiritual standpoint, self-support can
help us avoid the corrupting influences that come from:
(1) establishing dues or fees, (2) relying upon outside
donations, or (3) resorting to the sale of our recovery
program for profit or personal gain.
So long as we can rely upon our own group contributions and so long as we can limit the amount on
individual contributions, the problems associated with
perilous wealth and authoritative powers will not erode
our unity or effectiveness.
Self-support not only avoids corrupting influences, it includes principles that contribute to our spiritual growth, such as self-respect and freedom to express our feelings, as well as to question our own motives, without fear of retribution or worry over loss of
operating funds.
It fosters the justice and sense of fairness that
come from voluntary sharing in the costs according to
our own abilities and our own conscience. With each of
us doing our part, the principle of group autonomy is
automatically practiced and protected.
Self-support gives us a sense of belonging and

—From the February 1981 Grapevine
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Central Office Group Donations
Apr 18
11th Step Prayer & Meditation #062
83-87 Group (pages)
Action Participation-SB #133
Alano nooner
Big Book Comes Alive Women's Meeting
Cambridge Group
Carpinteria Study Group
Casa Serena Thurs-Womens Big Book Stdy
Casa Serena Tuesday-Women of Change
Casa Serena Wednesday-Womens Serenity Grp
Conscious Contact
Courage to Change
El Montecito Carpinteria Frida
El Montecito Saturday Night #014
Eye Opener
For Women Only Group
Foundation Group
Goleta Sun. Night Speaker
Grateful Group
Gratitude Group
Gratitude Solutions
Happy Destiny
Harbor Group
Here & Now #089
I Know!
Into Action, Thurs #093
It's a Hell of a Deal #139
Just the Black Print
KCB-Keep Coming Back-ALL
Keeping it Real
Key Group-ALL #177
Ladies Nite Thursday
Men on a Mission #191
Men Who Have Lost Their Legs #164
New Pair of Glasses #013
Noon Men's Carp.
Off Center
On Awakening
One Way - Private
RG Hazard
Rigorous Honesty #067
SBPYAA
Schooner Group #114
Serenity by the Sea
Serenity Sisters
Sought Thru Prayer & Med.
Start Your Day Right #156
Starting Point
Staying Alive-Womens SS #055
Stepping Stones Women's Mtg #068
The Loft-Wednesday
Tuesday Men's Stag #047
Turning Point #187
Upon Awakeing-Daily Reflections
Upper Village People
Way of Life #117
where the wild things are
Women's Big Book Study
TOTAL

7

May 18

Jun 18

TOTAL

0.00
250.00
0.00
0.00
57.90
108.00
0.00
42.32
42.32
50.00
125.00
0.00
168.00
300.00
232.00
123.40
180.00
0.00
20.00
0.00
0.00
300.00
897.20
0.00
20.00
89.40
0.00
0.00
519.00
0.00
940.80
131.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
55.00
0.00
111.00
0.00
0.00
225.00
6.00
165.00
70.00
0.00
0.00
750.00
74.00
90.00
0.00
0.00
216.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
245.00
0.00
0.00

60.00
450.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
155.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
99.65
0.00
0.00
192.00
0.00
0.00
60.00
0.00
60.00
174.00
0.00
645.78
145.00
30.00
0.00
185.00
420.00
0.00
53.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.00
0.00
0.00
95.40
56.00
60.00
65.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.00
40.00
750.00
0.00
0.00
80.40
0.00
0.00
348.60
0.00
42.00
167.40
0.00
0.00

0.00
500.00
54.80
100.00
60.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
280.00
0.00
192.00
60.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
573.95
0.00
61.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
45.00
753.20
0.00
69.00
300.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
210.00
0.00
0.00
99.60
0.00
0.00
750.00
0.00
30.00
40.20
240.00
0.00
0.00
151.80
0.00
280.20
170.10
78.41

60.00
1,200.00
54.80
100.00
118.50
108.00
155.00
42.32
42.32
50.00
125.00
99.65
168.00
300.00
704.00
123.40
372.00
120.00
20.00
60.00
174.00
300.00
2,116.93
145.00
111.19
89.40
185.00
420.00
519.00
53.40
940.80
131.27
45.00
753.20
60.00
124.00
300.00
206.40
56.00
60.00
500.00
6.00
165.00
169.60
60.00
40.00
2,250.00
74.00
120.00
120.60
240.00
216.20
348.60
151.80
42.00
692.60
170.10
78.41

6,603.81

4,554.63

5,100.05

16,258.49

CENTRAL OFFICE
14 W. Anapamu Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93031
(805) 962-3332
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